
Wright’s K9 Security Services provides clients with 
high-threat protection and specially-trained canines. 
Their fleet transports its precious canine cargo and sends 
out security personnel in emergency security situations.

They installed Fleet Geo to ensure all vehicles are used 
fairly and appropriately.

Wright’s K9 
Security Services

MEET THEIR FLEET: 

Fleet size 
5 vehicles 

Fleet type
Company vans

Interview with fleet representative
Allun Wright,
Company Founder

https://vimcar.co.uk/


Having paid for the fuel and fleet vehicles himself, 
Allun wanted to put a stop to unpermitted vehicle use.

He can now analyse vehicles‘ live location and 
route history and is notified when a vehicle leaves 
the premises outside of business hours.

Vimcar solutions
to real problems
Minimising vehicle 
misuse

“We were dealing with vehicle misuse within our 
fleet. That’s now been solved! Fleet Geo allowed 

me to monitor drivers’ speeds and distances: 
I can see if there have been any discrepancies 

with employees logging in their working times.”

How can Route History help your business?
Find out more

https://vimcar.co.uk/route-history


“After contacting Quartix 
and receiving no response, 

we decided to go with 
Vimcar, who responded 

within 24 hours.”



Allun is notified whenever a driver leaves the depot, 
so he can warn a customer to expect a delivery.

He can also easily see vehicles‘ routes and optimise 
them to ensure they deliver to more customers in 
one day.

Vimcar solutions
to real problems
Gain a greater 
overview

“It is really important to me that I can see 
where my fleet is at any given time. 

I have set up my Geofences, for example, 
to find out when my employees are arriving 

and leaving an area.”

How can Geofencing help your business?
Find out more

https://vimcar.co.uk/motion-detector


“Issues were sorted straight away. 
They’ve been really helpful and polite!”

Find out how Vimcar can be 
tailored to help your business as well.

Get free advice

https://vimcar.co.uk/
https://vimcar.co.uk/contact-us

